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Sunday – October 14, 2018 

Heart to Heart... 
When you read the book of Ecclesiastes there are many striking things about life. One thing 

that becomes clear is life has a circular motion. In other words, things just seem to go around in a 
circle. Everything that has happened in the past will happen again. Kingdoms rise. Kingdoms 

fall. Generations come and go. People are born and people die. Everyone gets on the same trip in 
life and gets off the same way. Two major things are pointed to that never change: the earth and 
the Lord. That’s what the Preacher of Ecclesiastes teaches. 

  When you read carefully you will find that it is just an illusion that some people have an 
advantage over others.  Looking at it from our human perspective it seems like strength, toil, 
wealth, and knowledge gives one an advantage over others. If one learns enough, is strong 

enough, or works hard enough they get ahead of others in life and will win. But the Preacher 
points out that in the end no one, not one single person, no matter how good or bad their life is, 
no one wins. At the end of every generation, everyone dies! No one survives and the 

remembrance of those who die fades with time. All the things accumulated, all the recognitions 
die with us. Our accumulated things go to someone else. Keep in mind that Solomon who wrote 
this was the wisest and richest man on the earth! 

  In view of our impending death, all our efforts chasing youth, strength, pleasures, and 
learning all seem like a monumental waste. All these are like chasing after the wind. Even when 
you think you have something, you have nothing. 

  All the above in Ecclesiastes is from man’s perspective. Then as we read the book we find 
that God is above all of this. God is the one who put time into man’s mix. God understands the 

big picture. God has even put within man’s heart eternity! Man knows but because of all the 
circular events on this earth, man gets caught up in the cycle and forgets eternity. As the Preacher 
concludes this book, it ends in these words: “The conclusion, when all has been heard, is: fear 

God and keep His commandments, because this applies to every person. For God will bring 
every act to judgment, everything which is hidden, whether it is good or evil.” (Ecclesiastes 
12:13-14) 



  In reality, this book shows us the importance of the Gospel, God’s power to save (Romans 
1:16-17). Ecclesiastes shows us the world through the eyes of man and points us to God’s 

purpose and plan. God shows us what He has been doing from the beginning to the end. 
Presently our lives are involved in corruption, the decaying process and dying. Everyone knows 
that if they would be honest. We will die. 

  But the Gospel invites us to put our faith in Jesus and His Lordship looking forward to a 
new creation where birth and death will be no more. Jesus will raise everyone from the dead and 
those belonging to Him will live forever without any cycles of life. What should we be doing? 

STOP WASTING OUR LIVES AND EFFORTS and start living with and for Him. Devote our 
time, our families, our pursuits following Him, and the promises He gives because of what is 
coming. Read Ecclesiastes with these thoughts, in one sitting and then turn to Romans looking at 

the gospel of God’s power. Think about it!!! 
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